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Background
With improved pre-operative optimisation of anaemia and enhanced
recovery strategies, blood transfusion is becoming less common in
primary Total Hip Replacement (THR) and Total Knee Replacement
(TKR) procedures. Significant haemorrhage and emergent transfusion
from iatrogenic injury to vessels during surgery is rare (0.19% TKR,
0.12% THR)1 and if there is catastrophic perioperative bleeding the
major haemorrhage protocol is utilised.
Our local hospital policy required 2 pre-operative group & save (G&S)
samples for all primary TKR & THR. In this study we evaluate the
safety and cost-effectiveness of the original protocol and a proposed
protocol eliminating the G&S sampling.

Patients & Methods
A total of 210 patients were studied. A retrospective analysis was
performed of consecutive primary TKR (73) and THR (77) across a 6month study period (Phase 1). A further retrospective examination was
conducted following the implementation of a new G&S policy (Phase
2) on consecutive TKR (n=37) and TKR (n=23) patients. Units of
blood transfused, timing to transfusion and pre vs post op Hb levels
were key outcome measures.
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Discussion
With low overall transfusion rates, together with our findings that the transfusions in our study were delivered in a scheduled non-emergent
setting following routine post-operative blood monitoring, relevant stakeholders locally agreed upon a change in G&S policy. Following the new
policy implementation we studied for post-operative complications and observed no adverse event resultant of anaemia.
The direct laboratory cost of a single G&S sample at our institution was calculated at £20. In addition to the financial savings, there is also the
associated benefit to the patient avoiding an additional unpleasant and unnecessary phlebotomy procedure. With over 200 000 primary hip &
knee arthroplasties performed every year across the UK2, 3, avoidance of unnecessary pre-operative G&S sampling could confer significant
savings and benefits to patients & clinical services.

Conclusion
• Low rates of transfusion in primary TKR (5%) & THR (11%) and emergency transfusion rare
• With per patient lab costs of G&S sampling £40, avoidance of unnecessary G&S sampling could confer significant savings
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